Docking and 3D-QSAR modeling of cyclin-dependent kinase 5/p25 inhibitors.
Structure-based 3D-QSAR approaches (CoMFA and CoMSIA) were applied to understand the structural requirements of the Cyclin-dependent kinase 5/p25 inhibitors. Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) is believed to play an important role in the development of the central nervous system during the process of mammalian embryogenesis. Genetic algorithm based docking program (GOLD) was successfully utilized to orient the compounds inside the binding pocket of the CDK5/p25 structure. The adapted alignment method with the suitable parameters resulted in a reliable model. Furthermore, the final model was robust enough to forecast the activities of test compounds, satisfactorily. The contour maps were produced around the functional groups to understand the SAR requirements. Moreover, we also investigate the structural attributes of the inhibitors which make them selective toward CDK5/p25 over its close counterpart, i.e., CDK2. The study could be helpful to rationalize the new compounds with better inhibition and selectivity profiles against CDK5/p25.